RELIGION PUBLIC SCHOOLS ESSAY
Free Essay: The subject of religion in public schools is one that has been debated vigorously and passionately. The
warriors from the Right and Left fail to.. .

We live in the 21st century, when the understanding of religiosity is critically rethought â€” now it is not
identified with spirituality. Many individuals â€¦show more contentâ€¦ This simple statement has caused quite
an argument on what it truly means. Get to know how to evaluate the validity and strength of arguments.
Protecting the religious freedoms of the various religions seeking refuge in America also raised great concern.
Therefore, each person should develop spirituality independently, without forcible influence and even not
under the influence of certain religious norms. Does giving the people the freedom of religion and speech
mean that religion should not be allowed to be taught? Religion should be taught in school, as this is the only
way to return to society the forgotten moral standards and true values. Since September 11th there has been a
greater tendency of Americans to want to pray together in public , especially students in public schools.
Modern society continues this trend arguing a problem from different perspectives. Separation of church and
state seems inevitable for this nation. It has an impact on skills that in the future produces a bright result.
These points all lead to the conclusion that allowing religion to be taught in public schools will only create
even more problems and issues than were present before. Teaching of the evolution theory have yet to be
proven reliable and confirmed by all scientists, thus it should not be taught in schools and should be left for
students to wonder and discover by themselves The framers of the Constitution knew first hand the harmful
consequences of a government that has complete control over religion. It is also the basis for much of the
debate regarding the practice of religion in public schools Education Week, Even in the colonies the Pilgrims
had problems with religion they had to sometimes resort to highly creative strategies in order to pray There are
already arguments present in the public schools without religion being discussed. Fierce disputes arising
during the classes in Religion can provoke hatred and animosity among students that can be manifested in
aggression. This argument is one that dates back to the eighteen hundreds, and has yet to be resolved.
Remember: This is just a sample from a fellow student. The two distinct parts. The tone is what really matters:
when teaching about religion, one should stay neutral and objective, regardless of which beliefs he talks.
Learning religion is a way to know the world. The Supreme Court then accelerated the movement in when it
declared that prayer in public schools was unconstitutional. It is taught because it is a popular theory that did
not seem to choose a certain religion In a civilized state, there is no imposition of dogmas of any religion. The
issue of school prayer is about whether the public school systems should let the students pray, at the start of
the school day, as a class. Do you have children? The Supreme Court then accelerated the movement in when
it declared that prayer in public schools was unconstitutional. Like any argument, there is a party which agrees
and another which disagrees. If students were more actively aware of other religions they could better
understand each other. Constitution protects freedom of religion. With this approach, religion has the
opportunity to become one of the most important and favorite subjects. It is a means of proposing that people
are different from each other and have different beliefs. Over years later, the majority of scientists have come
to a consensus in agreement with this theory, citing evidence in newer scientific research. Should religious
expression be excluded from all government activities? Some people would want proof that religion is even
real instead of this make believe story of a man who save us all by sacrificing himself.

